Using **Walk-Up Pay Stations**
Cash, credit card, and validation accepted

**Walk-Up Pay Station Locations**
- Strong Memorial Hospital Garage
  - Ground Floor Elevator Lobby
  - First Floor Elevator Lobby

1. **SCAN**
   - If using a validation:
     With the validation sticker attached to the center of the entry ticket, scan the entry ticket by holding it with the barcodes facing the scanner, about 3-4 inches away. The scanner will beep twice, reading both barcodes. The display will then show "Proceed to Vehicle." Go to step 4.

2. **PAY**
   - Pay the parking fee with cash or credit card:
     - **Cash:**
       Insert bills into the bill acceptor. Change will dispense from the dispenser.
     - **Credit:**
       EMV (chip) – Insert your credit card with the chip at the top and facing you. Leave inserted until the payment is approved and a thank you message is displayed.

       NFC (tap) – Tap and hold your credit card to the device until green lights illuminate and payment is approved with a thank you message.

       Swipe – Slide your card's mag stripe on the reader. Upon payment approval, a thank you message will display.

3. **Take the receipt.**

4. **Keep the entry ticket with you. Proceed to your vehicle and exit the garage. As you approach the exit gate, it should recognize your vehicle and lift automatically. If the gate doesn't lift, scan the entry ticket at the exit barcode reader, similar to how you scanned it at the pay station.**

See reverse side for **Exit Lane Pay Station instructions**
Using **Exit Lane** Pay Stations

Exit Lane Pay Station Locations

- Strong Memorial Hospital Garage
  Credit card and validation accepted. No cash accepted.
- Lot 8 – Medical Research Building (MRB)
  Credit card, cash, and validation accepted.
- Lot 14 – Saunders Research Building (SRB)
  Credit card, cash, and validation accepted.

1 **SCAN**

If using a validation:

With the validation sticker attached to the center of the entry ticket, scan the entry ticket by holding it with the barcodes facing the scanner, about 3-4 inches away. The scanner will beep twice, reading both barcodes. The display will then show "Drive Safely." Go to step 4.

If paying with cash or credit card:

Cash is not accepted in exit lane of hospital garage. Cash is accepted in Lot 8-MRB and Lot 14-SRB. Scan the entry ticket by holding it with the barcodes facing the scanner, about 3-4 inches away. When the scanner beeps, the ticket is read, and the fee will appear on the large display.

2 **PAY**

Pay the parking fee with cash or credit card:

- **Cash:**
  Insert bills into the bill acceptor. Change will dispense from the dispenser.
- **Credit:**
  EMV (chip) – Insert your credit card with the chip at the top and facing you. Leave inserted until the payment is approved and a thank you message is displayed.
  
  NFC (tap) – Tap and hold your credit card to the device until green lights illuminate and payment is approved with a thank you message.
  
  Swipe – Slide your card's mag stripe on the reader. Upon payment approval, a thank you message will display.

3 **Take the receipt.**

4 The gate will lift and you may exit.

See reverse side for **Walk-Up** Pay Station instructions